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Welcome
SPREADING THE WORD ON THE
UPCOMING ALUMNI REUNION
Serving on the Journalism Alumni Society Board
is a privilege, and those of us who do are always
looking for ways to engage the alumni.
The board is working now on plans for a reunion
in 2013 and we would like your input. We expect
to use all means possible to connect with you.
Our goal for this reunion is to create multiple opportunities for you to reconnect with your classmates. The new Phoenix website will be used, too.
And, we’ll use social media.
Here are some ideas we’re considering:
n Ask alumni to post photos online from
their days at Ball State and share
memories and funny stories.
n Compile a memory book of material
for alumni.
n Dress like you did when you were at Ball
State. It would be a fun competition and
we would guess the “era” in which you
graduated.
n Take a tour of the department and note
any changes since the 2008 reunion.
n Provide an explanation or start a
discussion of the Unified Media Center
and whatever progress has been made.
n Introduce Ballpoints, the website that
combines all the student media outlets.
n Set up a “future of journalism“ panel.
n Tweet and post updates to Facebook
throughout the event.
n Provide a digital walking tour of the
building.
What ideas do you have? We would like to
hear from you. Send your ideas to us online at
bsujourn@bsu.edu.
Or, visit www.ballstatejournalism.com.

Juli Metzger
MA88

Juli Metzger is
president of
the Journalism
Alumni Society.
She currently
teaches in the
news-editorial
sequence in the
Department of
Journalism.
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Deborah Davis

Advertising Acceptance. Presented
at the Direct Marketing Educational
Foundation Direct/Interactive MarOn Oct. 21, 2011, Davis was the
keting Research Summit, Boston,
keynote speaker for the Indiana
October 1.
Healthcare Public Relations & Marketing Society (IHPRMS) annual
conference on trends in public relations. She was also president of this
Professor Mark Massé’s second
organization in 2002.
book of narrative nonfiction, TrauOn Nov. 8, 2011, Davis was a key- ma Journalism: On Deadline and in
note speaker at the mid-year confer- Harm’s Way, was published in Ocence of the Fraternity Communica- tober 2011 by Continuum Internations Association on crisis planning. tional Publishing Group (NY, LonThe conference was held in Carmel. don). Foreword by Terry Anderson.
On May 16, 2012, she presented a
Massé’s paper, “The Trauma of
pre-conference workshop for its an- Literary Journalism: A Qualitative
nual conference on developing a Study of the Impact of Extended
crisis plan in Atlanta, Ga.
Immersion on Narrative NonficOn Feb. 8, 2012, Davis was a pan- tion Authors,” was presented at
elist for the Hoosier Chapter of the 2012 Conference of the American
Public Relations Society of Ameri- Comparative Literature Association
ca professional development lun- (ACLA) at Brown University, Provicheon in Indianapolis. She talked dence, RI, March 29 - April 1.
about the transition from corporate
communications to running her
own public relations agency and
her recent transition into academia.
Dr. Sumner has had a research
paper accepted at the International Conference on Communication,
Media, Technology and Design in
Hanley was lead author of a mo- Istanbul, Turkey, from May 9 to 11,
bile advertising article published 2012.
in the Fall 2011 issue of the InterHe was invited to teach three
national Journal of Integrated Mar- workshops at the Oregon Christian
keting Communications - Michael Writers Conference in Salem, OreHanley (Ball State University), Rob- gon, from Aug. 13-16, 2012.
ert E. Boostrom, Jr. (University of
Dr. Sumner and co-author Holly G.
Wisconsin-Whitewater): How the Miller (masters in journalism, 1987
Smartphone is Changing College and member of the Journalism Hall
Student Mobile Content Usage and of Fame) are writing the third ediAdvertising Acceptance: An IMC tion of their textbook, Feature and
Perspective
Magazine Writing: Action, Angle
Hanley, M. (2011). How the Smart- and Anecdotes, which will be pubphone is Changing College Stu- lished by Wiley-Blackwell in 2012.
dent Mobile Content Usage and
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Meet the faculty who joined
the department in 2011. Click
each photo to learn more.
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PHOENIX RISES AGAIN

Latest iteration of Phoenix goes digital with website and interactive PDF
By Courtney Sheets
The Ball State University Department
of Journalism prides itself in the relationships it maintains with its alumni.
The department continues to keep in
touch through the Phoenix, a publication that reaches alumni across the
country. This year, in an effort to connect with even more alumni, the Phoenix transforms from a print newsletter
into an interactive, digital publication.
The journalism department published
the first edition of the Phoenix more
than three decades ago. The group of
students and professors who named the
publication selected “the Phoenix” because of the legend of the phoenix bird.
According to folklore, the bird lived for
500 years before burning itself to ashes.
The phoenix was then rejuvenated and
rose from the ashes as a young bird that
would live another 500 years before the
cycle would begin again.
The editor at the time explained that
the Phoenix publication rose from the
ashes of previous attempts at similar
endeavors that had not been as successful. The 1980 issue brought “new
life to past attempts” of alumni publications.
While the pages of that original issue
have yellowed, the Phoenix remains
the pride of the Department of Journalism and its alumni alike.
Today, the Phoenix is once again rejuvenated as it rises from the ashes of
a print publication. This new, youthful
version of the Phoenix will continue to
reach alumni from across the country as
a digital, interactive publication. n

F R O N T PA G E S OV E R T H E Y E A R S

VOLUME 1, Issue 1 featured a cover story about Michael
Smith. “This first edition brings new life to past attempts and
we hope to prove that history,” wrote the first Phoenix editor,
Tom Hayes.

Next >
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Immersive learning students to report live from the 2012 London Summer Olympics
By Courtney Sheets
This summer, Ball State students are
working alongside media professionals
from around the world at the 2012 Summer Olympics in London. Not only will
these students travel for the single largest international sporting event, but they
also will be producing original content
for “Ball State at the Games.”
This initiative is the brainchild of Professor Ryan Sparrow, who will also serve
as the director of the Worcester Center in
the U.K. this summer prior to the Olympics. Along with Sparrow, a few other
BSU faculty and about 40 journalism and
telecommunications students have been
working to build a base of content since
the Spring 2012 semester.
The students are each a part of a specialized teams within Ball State at the
Games, including sports reporters,
graphic designers, feature writers, public
relations students and photographers.
Through collaboration with media outlets across the U.S., including the Tribune
Company and WTHR-TV (Indianapolis),
the students’ work will be published and
aired on a variety of platforms.
“I cannot believe the incredible opportunities this trip is giving us as students,”
said graphics team member Chelsea Kardokus. “We are working closely with the
Chicago Tribune and creating graphics

STUDENTS COVERING the Olympic Games
created this logo to accompany their reports.

that will run not only in the paper, but
the iPad and web editions as well.”
Sparrow said that as word spread about
the project, it continued to expand because he didn’t want to turn any students
away from the opportunity.
“It’s the kind of project that as it grew,
it really did hit on almost all of the areas
within the Department of Journalism,”
Sparrow said. “It was a perfect way not
only to expose the students to something big and interesting, but it was a
way to show prospective students what
this new curriculum is all about.”
During the spring, students participated in a required immersive learning
course that focused on preparation for
the trip, creating content before the trip,
and developing an audience through social media promotion.
“The idea was to focus on a niche area
of journalism and hopefully have a travel
aspect. So I took that concept and realized what we really needed was something big and flashy, and we needed that
to show our students that journalism is a
really cool thing. It gives us really good
access, and there are a lot of good stories
to tell. And what better way to do that
than through the Olympics?”
Then in May, Sparrow, telecommunications professor Chris Taylor and
five students attended the 2012 Team
USA Media Summit in Dallas, hosted by
the United States Olympic Committee
(USOC). At the Media Summit, students
interviewed more than 100 athletes, networked with media professionals from all
over the country and got a taste of what
London will be like.
“Everyday this trip becomes more and
more real, and I can’t believe we are actually getting to go,” Kardokus said. “I am so
thankful to Ball State for these amazing
immersive learning opportunities.” n

It was a perfect
way not only
to expose the
students to
something big
and interesting,
but it was a way to
show prospective
students what this
new curriculum is
all about.”
ryan sparrow, professor

LEARN MORE

Learn more about
the Ball State
Olympic coverage at
bsuatthegames.com

Visit Site
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C L I C K T O P L AY V I D E O

TRANSMEDIA TALES
Students create digital story centered around New Harmony

LEARN MORE

Learn more about
the Transmedia
Indiana project
online at:

Website

YouTube

By Haley Hall

In the midst of a changing media industry, a team of interdisciplinary students
collaborated during the Fall 2011 and
Spring 2012 semesters to combine traditional storytelling with new interactive,
digital formats. This technique of telling
stories across multiple platforms is called
transmedia storytelling.
Led by professors Brad King and Jennifer George-Palilonis, and in partnership
with the Indiana State Museum, this immersive learning project is one of the first
of its kind in the country.
King and George-Palilonis received a
Provost Immersive Learning grant for

Transmedia Indiana, a yearlong project
to create a fictionalized story using realworld artifacts from the Indiana State Museum. Transmedia narratives are an emergent storytelling form that takes a single
cohesive story, breaks it into pieces and
then tells that story in a non-linear fashion
across multiple mediums instead of the
more common linear story that is told in
a book or a television program. Although
not a term with which most audiences are
familiar, “transmedia is immersed in our
culture,” King said. “We have lots of it in
Hollywood.”
The multidimensional nature of the Star
Wars franchise or the cross-platform pro-
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motion of movies like the Batman
series are a couple examples of
transmedia at its best. But there
is little evidence that similar projects exist in the higher education
classroom.
For six years, King entertained
the notion of creating a class in
which students would work in
large, multi-disciplinary groups
learning the importance of group
storytelling and discovering new
ways to tell stories. This year, that
idea became a reality, and King
paired with George-Palilonis to
create a transmedia storytelling
course. There were several key
facets to the class that lend to its
unique, cutting edge contributions:
n Students spent time researching the history of Indiana with the
help of the Indiana State Museum and its satellite office in New
Harmony, Ind. Students traveled

to both Indianapolis and New
Harmony to explore historical artifacts and conceptualize their
transmedia story.
n Students took that information and used it in two ways: 1)
They created several non-fiction
informational websites related to
the rich history of New Harmony,
Indiana and the Golden Troupe,
a family of traveling performers
well-known in the mid-19th Century; and 2) They conceived a fictionalized backdrop for an adventure story similar to The DaVinci
Code.
n Students worked in multi-disciplinary teams using basic interaction design principles and parallel
development project management to create the inter-lacing fiction and non-fiction content.
n The group also did primary research on groups and organizations that might be interested in

“playing” the story created in the
class, and using a second community partner, ExactTarget, they
created a marketing outreach
program.
Finally, during the course of the
project King and George-Palilonis
created an interactive, multimedia textbook titled, Making Transmedia, authored for the tablet-environment.
“This is by far the biggest, most
daunting project I have ever taken on either with students or as
a professional,” George-Palilonis
said. “It’s been absolutely incredible to see what students have
been able to accomplish in just
two semesters. It’s impossible to
put into words the magnitude of
their accomplishments.”
To summarize, Transmedia narratives are an emergent storytelling form that takes a single cohesive story, breaks it up into pieces

Daniel parish, senior

Jennifer perov, senior

katelin carter, senior

THIS PROJECT is made up of
a large group of people that
focus on very specific things
... It’s really cool to watch this
parallel development.”

WE ARE putting together a
I LOVE being able to meet and
fictional novel with nonfiction
work with people outside my
elements that tie into the story.” major. This has been such
a neat experience and a great
way to stretch my limits.”
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Transmedia is
immersed in our
culture ... We
have lots of it in
Hollywood.”
BRad king, Professor

COMPONENTS

For the Transmedia
Indiana project, students created:
n A 45,000-word

fictional story, The
Avenue of Truth

n An interactive

mobile publication for e-Readers
with embedded
audio, video and
text

n A series of non-

fiction websites
built around historical artifacts
from the Indiana
State Museum

n A weekend-long

exhibit at the
Indiana State
Museum

and then tells that story in
a non-linear fashion across
multiple mediums instead
of the more common linear
story that is told in a book or
a television program. Transmedia Indiana has several
components:
n A 45,000-word fictional
story, The Avenue of Truth,
that stands alone as a single book, e.g., The DaVinci
Code or National Treasure;
n An interactive mobile
publication for e-Readers
(e.g. Amazon’s Kindle, Apple’s iPad), complete with
embedded audio, video
and text through which audiences can read — and experience — the story;
n A series of non-fiction
websites built around historical artifacts from the
museum that relate to the
fictional storyline;
The project culminated
with a weekend-long exhibit at the Indiana State
Museum that included information about New Harmony, the Golden Troupe
and the Transmedia Indiana Project. The interactive
novella will be published in
the App Store and Marketplace in Fall 2012.
The textbook, Making
Transmedia, will also be
available for tablet distribution in Fall 2012. Making
Transmedia will be a teaching tool for others who wish
to build transmedia narratives in the educational environment.
Senior Jennifer Perov,
a writer for the project,
helped plan the book the

TRANSMEDIAINDIANA.COM serves as a portal into the
Transmedia Indiana world.

students wrote during the
two-semester class.
“The transmedia project
is a cross-platform story,”
Perov said. “There are written components, interactive
components, video, audio
and design. We are putting
together a fictional novel
with nonfiction elements
that tie into the story.”
The design team was in
charge of creating multiple
websites for the story. As
a producer for the design
team, seniors Katelin Carter
and Katelyn Lepper led the
design team and worked
with the other teams to
conceptualize and develop
graphic elements, nonfiction website designs and
an interactive tablet-based
book for the fictional novel.
“I’ve never been in a class
that has all different majors
working together towards a
common goal,” Carter said.
“We have design majors,
video and audio students,
journalism students and
PR students. I love being
able to meet and work with

people outside my major.
This has been such a neat
experience and a great way
to stretch my limits.”
The audio/visual team
created several “teaser” videos that provide clues for
the story, while also promoting the book. They also
created location videos that
provide background information on New Harmony,
which is where most of the
story takes place.
“This project is made up
of a large group of people
that focus on very specific
things,” said audio/visual
team member, Daniel Parish. “Some of the things at
first seem like they are not
going to match up, but
they always do. It is really
cool to watch this parallel
development.’’
King said he is very excited to be working on the
project and to be able to
share this opportunity with
his students.
“There is lots of failure
along the way, but that’s
learning,” King said. n
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Ball State students work at Super Bowl social media command center
By Marc Ransford
In preparation for one of the biggest events Indianapolis has ever
hosted, Ball State students played
a key role in a social media effort to
assist visitors in Indianapolis before
and during the 2012 Super Bowl.
For several months leading up
to the event, the students assisted in the development of the
2,800-square-foot social media
command center — the first facility
of its kind created for a Super Bowl.
Raidious, an Indianapolis Internet
marketing firm, paired with the
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host
Committee to create the center.
About a dozen Ball State journalism, telecommunications and
communication studies students
participated in the effort to offer
online concierge service, helping
visitors around Indianapolis during the two weeks leading up to
the Super Bowl. Nearly half of the
college students working at the
center were from Ball State.
“Being part of such an important project was incredible,” said
senior telecommunications major Alberto Pimienta. “It was great
to see the reach that social media
has right now. I learned so much
on how to reach an audience and

We have some of the best
students the university has to
offer working on this project.
They are very excited about
the opportunity.”
John Strauss, Professor

BALL STATE students monitored Twitter feeds during the Super Bowl to provide online concierge services in partnership with Raidious, an Indianapolis
Internet marketing firm. Photo provided by John Strauss

cater content to them through social media tools.”
John Strauss, a journalism instructor who oversaw the journalism and telecommunications
group, said the service operated
on official Super Bowl social media
channels, including its Twitter feed.
The service is designed to respond to questions from the public, as well as to relay questions
and developing issues to the Host
Committee, law enforcement and
other organizations.
“We were invited by Raidious
because of the university’s commitment to emerging media and
media design research,” Strauss
said. “The students played a major role in helping Raidious test
the system during the recent Big
Ten Conference football championship game, providing feedback
and suggesting workflow and other improvements.”

A second group of BSU students
assisted in developing the center
under the leadership of Michael
Holmes, director of insight and
research for Ball State’s Center for
Media Design and a communication studies professor.
Holmes said the command center is an example of “the ubiquity
of social media and the absolute
necessity for companies, organizations and communities to use
these tools to improve their relations with their customer, audiences and citizens.”
The center is operating out of
Raidious’s downtown office on
Meridian Street, a few blocks from
Lucas Oil Stadium and the Super
Bowl Village.
“We have some of the best students the university has to offer
working on this project,” Strauss
said. “They are very excited about
the opportunity.” n
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YOUNG AUTHORS GO DIGITAL
Immersive learning project brings elementary school stories to life

By Courtney Sheets

Ball State students taught Burris Elementary School students how to create
interactive multimedia stories using an
iPad this year.
Roughly 220 students in grades K-5 at
Burris worked with Ball State students led
by Professor Jennifer George-Palilonis to
write original stories and then supplement
those stories with video, audio, interactive
graphics and photo galleries. Ball State
students then used one of Apple’s newest
development tools iBooks Author to create an interactive book for each student.
The books can be viewed on iPads.

“[The Burris students] are so far ahead
than we ever were at their age, and seeing
them get excited about storytelling and
learning because of the things we taught
them about multimedia is really rewarding,” said Anna Kaiser, one of the Ball States
students who participated in the project.
This new digital storytelling initiative is
part of the Young Authors project, which
has been in the curriculum at Burris and
at other schools across the nation for
decades. George-Palilonis, the George
& Frances Ball Distinguished Professor
of Multimedia Journalism, and Stefanie
O’Nieal, a first-grade teacher at Burris, con-

THE NUMBERS
n About 220

K-5 students
participated

n Ball State

students
met with Burris
students for six
weeks

n Students spent

10 weeks
developing
iBooks
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I’m excited to see how
we influence other
classes and schools to do
more multimedia based
projects in the future .”

C L I C K T O P L AY V I D E O

Anna Kaiser, Junior

ceptualized the project after Burris received a grant that put iPads
in the hands of every student in
grades K-5.
BSU students first led several
multimedia storytelling workshops
with Burris students. Then, over a
period of about six weeks, the BSU
team visited each Burris classroom
several times to work one-on-one
with students to develop multimedia content. Finally, the BSU students spent the last segment of the
semester developing iBooks, each
with a unique design.
“The kids were very excited,”
O’Nieal said. “We have been doing the Young Authors project for
years, but some students did not

enjoy it. Maybe with this project,
the more reluctant writers will become more excited. The interactive multimedia aspect makes the
project easier and more personal.”
Kaiser also said that she considers the project a success. “We were
one of the first classes to do something like this, and I’m excited to
see how we influence other classes

iBOOKS

With help from Ball State students, Burris Elementary School students paired illustrations
with audio recordings, video and photos.

and schools to do more multimedia based projects in the future,”
she said.
Both Palilonis and O’Nieal
agreed that they would like this interactive multimedia approach to
continue with Young Authors. “We
are exposing young students to
a leading industry and emerging
media,” Palilonis said. n

ALUMNI
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BULLS.COM WRITER Sam Smith (BSU ‘74) received the inaugural Phil Jasner Lifetime Achievement Award from the Professional Basketball Writers Association. He was honored by the PBWA’s Doug Smith. Photo courtesy Sam Smith

SMITH HONORED BY NBA HALL OF FAME
1974 graduate and 28-year veteran to receive top honor sports media
By Matt Hawkins

1974 Ball State graduate Sam Smith will receive the
2012 Curt Gowdy Media Award this summer at the
annual Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame ceremony
in Springfield, Mass. The award is the National Basketball Association’s (NBA) top media honor.
After earning his BSU graduate degree in 1974,
the Brooklyn, N.Y.-native and former accountant
spent three decades working courtside at Chicago
Bulls games. For 28 years, Smith covered the Chicago Bulls for the Chicago Tribune. He now writes
for the Bulls’ website.
“Here I have a job that’s like a fantasy camp for
most adults,” Smith said. “I get to go to ballgames all
the time and sit in the front row. To have a job that’s
my own personal fantasy and get honored for doing
that job is a fantasy in itself. I consider myself incredibly fortunately lucky that I’ve been able to do this
and get acknowledged for it.”

Smith found his way into journalism through his
love of sports.
“Like most kids, I wanted to be a pro athlete, but
I realized that wasn’t going to come to me at my
size and ability,” Smith said. “I always was in awe of
newspapers because they were such a presence in
my home and family. There were always five or six
newspapers in my home every day, but my thought
was that was something out of my league.”
After high school, Smith went to Pace University
in New York. Though Pace lacked a journalism program, Smith took advantage of the chance to cover sports for the college’s weekly newspaper while
he completed a business degree. His work received
positive reviews from a Columbia University professor who critiqued Pace’s newspaper.
Those encouraging words led Smith to Ball State after two years in the accounting business. Smith said
he came to Ball State in search of skills he needed to
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pursue his big-city journalism dreams. He
called BSU “the perfect situation for me.”
“They took a chance on somebody who
had no experience or background [in journalism], but I was able to get involved in
so many facets that were a great launch
into a career,” Smith said. “That was such a
valuable year in my life. I really got to do
so much, was exposed to so much and experienced so much. I’m forever grateful for
the experience I had there at Ball State.”
Former faculty Mark Popovich, Ken Atwell and Earl Conn mentored Smith.
“I got a lot from those three guys being
able to pump them for their experiences,”
Smith said. “Those people not only helped
me with placement, but they followed my
career and helped me. My experience was
one of the most influential turning points
of my life.”
Smith achieved his dream in 1979 when
he joined the Chicago Tribune’s national
and political desk.
“When I was at Ball State, it was a big deal
to read the Chicago Tribune about these
people, and it was the goal of everybody in
the department to work there,” Smith said.
“I set my goal to do that and didn’t know if
I’d be able to do this. In the interim, I found
something I loved doing along the way.”
He switched to the sports desk in 1982
“as a serendipity.”
“I never thought it would be a serious
enough thing to do with my life,” Smith said.
“It worked out great. Chicago sports got big
at that time — [Michael] Jordan, the [White]
Sox in ‘83 … I was coming into the sports
world where the teams were all great.”
Those early years in sports coincided
with October play from the Cubs and White
Sox, a Bears Super Bowl, routine postseason appearances by the Blackhawks and
the Bulls’s 1984 draft of Michael Jordan.
Smith shadowed Jordan the day the future legend moved to town.
“I ended up doing the Bulls from the day
Jordan came,” Smith said. “I got hooked on
it. It was an extraordinary time because of
what the Bulls and he became.”

CHICAGO BULLS blogger Sam Smith (BSU ‘74) pauses for a photo
with Joey Crawford and his officiating crew. Photo courtesy Sam Smith

Smith chronicled the Bulls for a behindthe-scenes look during their 1991 season.
The notes became “The Jordan Rules,”
modeled after David Halberstam’s tale of
the 1979 Portland Trail Blazers.
“Fans get to see the game from the outside looking at the court and read features,
but they don’t get to know what truly goes
on,” Smith said. “I thought this would be the
opportunity to write behind-the-scenes. I
did it, and it was luck. It happened to be
the Bulls won the championship that year,
and Jordan got into all sorts of issues.”
The book made the New York Times’s
best-seller list as a rare critical look at the
life of a basketball legend.
“At the time, Jordan was portrayed as
perfect — the perfect son, perfect husband, perfect everything,” Smith said. “I
sort of lifted the veil off the emperor.”
Smith also authored “The Second Coming: The Strange Odyssey of Michael Jordan from Courtside to Home Plate and
Back Again” in 1996.
This summer’s honors ceremony unites
two Chicago legends: Smith and former
Bull Chet Walker will both be inducted.
“The basketball hall of fame is low on
short, white guys who couldn’t dunk, and
now I’m in that,” Smith said. n

I’m forever grateful
for the experience
I had there at Ball
State.”
Sam smith ‘74

RICH HISTORY

For 28 years Sam
Smith wrote for the
Chicago Tribune. He
also has written two
books:
n The Jordan Rules
n The Second

Coming: The
Strange Odyssey
of Michael Jordan
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